
 
 

Year 9 Weekly Planner 
 

 

W/C 29.06.20 Overview of task you are expected to complete 

English All classes: approx.. 1hr 15mins – 1hr 30mins 
This week you are going to look at Marcus Rashford’s letter to MPs asking them to provide free meals to children 
over the summer holidays and analyse how it uses persuasive language. Please follow the PowerPoint and 
complete the tasks. There is a worksheet where I have typed up the letter for you to read and copied the 
questions on the slides with space to answer them. Please resubmit the worksheet when it is completed so your 
teacher can mark it.  
 

Maths 9M1 (Mr Saget): introduction to Surds using ppt and some worked examples  
9M2 and 9M3: This week we are learning about an introduction to Pythagoras’ Theorem. Please engage with the 
PPTs (distance between 2 points PPT is extension), use the GCSEpod link. Also use the bbcbitesize link to help 
you out. There is also a worksheet to work through to self-assess understanding and some video links to help 
you out.  

Science Miss Mugford’s class – Firstly you will complete some levelled questions on Group 7 of the periodic table, to 
summarise last week’s work.  We will then introduce the Group 0 elements where again you will be identifying 
trends and patterns in their properties, their uses and the reactivity of the group. 
Mrs Huggins’ class – This week we will be reviewing our knowledge of Group 7 of the Periodic table (the 
Halogens), with a worksheet set on Monday to complete and then an application task set on Thursday. Each 
should take approximately 1 hour to complete. Please upload your work so that I can check your understanding. 

Core PE There is a new sports website called SASP Challenges https://www.saspchallenges.co.uk/  with challenges in 
gymnastics, cricket and fitness On Monday at school my group tried the Fitness challenges at LEVEL 1. Click the 
website and have a look. 
If doing it at home you can gain certificates for completing challenges. There are videos to show you most of the 
challenges. 

https://www.saspchallenges.co.uk/


 
 
 
 

Art Complete task 1: Research page. Research a variety of images on the theme close up. Use your Brainstorm page from last week to help you with your 
research. Search Google Images and Pinterest. Thank you all for sending me  photos of your work so far.  

Catering Practical – Watch You Tube Clip and chop a potato into Wedges 
Theory – Types of Customer – use the slides to take notes on the 3 types of Customer Base, Create a menu for each type (2 starters, 2 mains, 2 desserts) – 
use the template provided. 

BTEC Travel and 
Tourism 

Transport Facilities Part 2. Work through all the tasks on the pp. I have included it as a video version to if you were struggling to hear the voice overs. Don’t 
forget to keep the glossary task going,  

BTEC Sport This week you will continue revising the different components of fitness. Carefully match the sports images to the correct component of fitness. You can only 
use each component of fitness once. Secondly match the correct definition of fitness against the correct heading. Deadline Monday 6th July. 

French Family relationships 
Task1: key verbs t describe relationships: match  English sentences  to French 
Task 2: scrambled  French sentences describing relationships: unscramble sentences and translate into English 
Task 3: Describe your relationships with some family members and friends: do you get on and why?  
Task 4: reading comprehension : true or false statements about the text they  need to identify which ones are true or false 

GCSE PE GCSE POD TASK this week looks at Fitness testing and protocols required to conduct the tests. There are a series of PODS for you to watch. Then complete 
the assignment. Deadline is the Friday 3rdJuly. 

Geography This week we're looking at Earthquakes. 
Read through the PowerPoint and make notes and then tackle the tasks attached. 
The three questions should be pretty straight forward. For the Modified Mercalli Index, you need to either print it out and draw  examples of the type of 
damage associated with each Level or simple go online and google images of the types of damage.             Keep Well! Mr. G 

History Task 1    Watch both clips and make notes – how were the Jews persecuted during Hitler’s time in power? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HatTMbqtW_I 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46932775 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00x5l3p 
Task 2   Read through information and take the Test to check your understanding 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqrfj6f/revision/1 

Task 3 Task produce a poster to explain the list of regulations placed on the Jewish community.  What could they no longer do?                      Ext – Essay 
question 

iMedia 2 week task on Storyboarding. Please read through the instructions on the PDF document and complete the tasks assigned either on a word / docs document 
or on paper. If you complete the work on paper please take an image of your work and submit the image. 

Photography Read through the Power Point “Colour” This is your next project for building basic photography skills. Complete the research task this week and then take a 
range of photos in the following weeks. You can complete this project in a different order, if you wish. You have 3 weeks to complete it all. Thank you for 
uploading so many lovely photos from the last two projects to Google classroom, well done. I am looking forward to receiving more photos in the coming 
weeks. 

3D Design Complete research into a designer, architect or design movement and then produce a design based on that designer or architect. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HatTMbqtW_I
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46932775
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00x5l3p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqrfj6f/revision/1
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Remember: If you are finding any of your tasks difficult there are lots of places to get help: 
The Internet (Choose reputable sites, not Wikipedia!) / BBC Bitesize / Seneca / MyMaths 

Ask a friend or family member 
Message your teacher through Google Classrooms 


